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SOLUTIONS AND CASE STUDIES

How Nobles delivered a challenging crane hook refurbishment
In June 2017, a tier 1 mining customer approached Nobles to
undertake the assessment and refurbishment of four insulated
hook blocks from a crane that was originally commissioned in
1987 (MRC 20t), and later uprated in 2000 (to MRC 22t). The
scope of work was to strip and assess, inspect (NDT) each block,
replace or repair parts as necessary then rebuild and proof
load accordingly. In this, the aim was to ready the blocks for
continued service whilst preserving their key attributes.
This presented some particular challenges because the integrity
of the original electrical insulation design had to be preserved,
the blocks had to remain compatible with their payloads, and
the effective dimensions of the blocks had to be maintained.
During inspection, defects were noted in the hooks, guards and
axles and they needed replacing as a result. The natural recourse
at this point would be to find matching replacements, however
there was a problem. It was at this point that discrepancies in
the design details provided were noticed. At some point the
original hooks had been replaced and the hooks as fitted did not
meet requirements for the duty class for the crane. Further, it
was impossible to revert back to the original specification due to
the earlier increase to the WLL and difficulties in supply.
Nobles Engineering team worked closely with the customer to
investigate alternatives to meet both the application and design
criteria of C9 M8 class crane. It is no simple matter to just change
a hook and Nobles had to model the interface with the payload,
making sure the new hook would fit and build new side-plates
which maintained the blocks’ working dimensions.
Once the appropriate hook was selected and sourced from an
approved supplier, Nobles’ engineering team began the full
block and hook re-engineering and design process to current
Australian Standards, including modifications to enable the
fitment of the new replacement hook and cross-head. The

customer was presented with the revised design drawing to seek
their approval prior to commencing all other refurbishment
works. Remarkably, the finished refurbished blocks look quite
similar to the original, yet are greatly improved in terms of
performance and safer as a result.
The blocks were surface treated to the customer’s paint
specification and proof loaded in accordance with AS2089.
Wherever lifting gear is in need of repair or overhaul, it is
important that this is undertaken in a competent manner. With
specialised below the hook devices such as crane hook blocks,
experience and expertise in design and manufacture of these is
vital to maintaining safety and function that complies with the
relevant standards.
With engineering personnel on Australian Standards
Committees for both Cranes and Lifting Tackle, Nobles have
been designing, manufacturing and repairing sheave blocks
for many years and offer a complete service for all lifting device
redesign, repair and refurbishment work.
Recieved unit

Refurbished unit
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Spreader Beams vs Lifting Beams
Spreader and lifting beams are two popular pieces of lifting
equipment. They go by many names and the terminology
is useful, but names are trivial compared to the functional
distinctions between beams themselves which can come in all
shapes, styles and sizes.
As a broad distinction, in their purest forms:
··
··

Spreader beams are mainly subject to compressive stress
and are lifted using a two-legged sling at the top.
Lifting beams are mainly subject to bending stresses and
are lifted from a central lifting lug.

2. Spreader beams are more stable.
This is because the two-legged sling above the beam are rigid
under tension. The head-ring for this sling becomes the pivot
point for the whole beam and is well above the beam itself. This
stability has the beneficial effect of granting stability to the
beam itself, but also to the payload. This is extremely important
if the payload is to be slung from its base. Lifting something
from below its centre of gravity is an inherently unstable
process – the payload wants to turn upside-down. When lifting
something from below its centre of gravity it may be essential to
use a spreader beam – if a lifting beam is used the payload might
tip the moment it lifts off.
3. Spreader beams are (usually) lighter.
This is because spreader beams are designed so that sling forces
generate compression rather than bending. If we take the simple
example of a steel tube section, this will be able to take a higher
load in compression than it will in bending. The same generally
holds true for any section profile that might sensibly be used.
This results in a beam which is generally lighter even with the
added weight of the upper slings. However, for certain beam
types, and particularly for beams which are very short relative to
their capacity – a lifting beam may be the lightest option.
4. Spreader beams can be cheaper.

Correct slinging arrangements need to be understood prior to
use. For example, it is easy to destroy a pure spreader beam by
wrapping an additional sling around its middle to make it work
like a lifting beam. The reality is that any beam can be damaged
or cause unsafe conditions whenever unauthorised sling
arrangements and loading conditions are applied.
Load ratings (working load limits) and loading configurations
(sling angle limits etc.) go hand in hand. It is time for a new
beam if:
··
··
··

The conditions of use are not clearly marked or documented
If the manufacturer is unknown or unable to confirm the
verified ratings
If you require a configuration which is not explicitly
authorised.

What type of beam should you opt for and what aspects
should you consider when planning a lift?
Here is where the broad distinctions can become important,
these are the aspects to consider:
1. Spreader beam lifting arrangements require more
headroom height.
This is because of the two-legged slings above them. Under
tension, this sling acts as a rigid extension of the beam. This can
create problems with headroom – i.e. when there is insufficient
vertical space beneath the crane hook.

With careful design and clear user instructions it is possible to
save money by using existing two-legged slings as the upper
slings for a spreader beam. This can take full advantage of the
spreader being made from smaller sections of steel and therefore
being lighter and cheaper to build. This is not always the case
however, and some spreader beams have very specific sling
requirements. If the conditions of use are not clearly expressed
in the markings or drawings, extra steps may be needed to
ensure that the correct sling specifications are applied.
5. Lifting beams in certain circumstances can make good
equalisers.
Many spreader beams have the advantage of accepting multiple
upper sling configurations. This means that it is frequently
possible to use a very tall set of slings, which can aid stability (see
point 2 above). Unfortunately, if either of the upper slings are too
close to vertical and the whole assembly is very tall, as a result,
small load swings can throw the whole of the load weight upon
one upper sling, or a disproportionate share upon one lower sling
leg. This can be hazardous if not accommodated with rigging
design and oversizing of components to suit, which defeats the
purpose of load equalisation. Lifting beams by contrast have a
central lug and low headroom. It takes an extreme load swing
to defeat the load sharing.
IMPORTANT!
Lifting beams and spreader beams only equalise lower sling
loads if there is one pair of symmetrically placed lower slings in
use. If there is more than one pair, then there is no definite load
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Our team here at Nobles is here to help.
To speak to a lifting & rigging specialist
please call Nobles on 1300 711 559
or email sales@nobles.com.au.

share that can be calculated. And if the pair isn’t symmetrical,
then there is load sharing, but it is uneven and must be
competently calculated.

is to avoid slings and sling forces which could potentially risk
damaging payloads. Therefore, it is impossible to safely specify
rigging without considering the payloads as well.

There are of course many other considerations in determining
which beams might be safely used or which beams are the
optimum solution. It is important to consider the whole lift,
including the available cranes and the range of payloads. By far
the most common reasons for using spreader and lifting beams

If the slings beneath a beam are thoughtlessly applied, come
off at the wrong angle or are just the wrong size or type then
disaster may strike. A competent solutions-based approach to
rigging selection and use is vital.

Underground miners can now change your load cells without chairing
the conveyance
The change out of a Load Cell is a time and cost consuming process for mines, resulting in
approximately 8 hours of production loss. Based on a production estimate of $50K per hour, this
equates to $400K cost during this change out process.
Nobles underground hoisting partner, Reliance Hexham, has developed a new Load Cell Linkage
making the process of changing a Load Cell much more efficient and safer at the same time. All
that is required is a hydraulic jack that is used to release the Load Cell Pin. Full redundancy is
provided by the Reserve Pin which allows the Load Cell Pin to be replaced while the linkage is still
in tension. This new process takes approximately 1 hour, resulting in an estimated cost saving of
$350K for the mine per change out.
All parts of the Load Cell linkage are designed in accordance with the requirements of Australian
Standard series AS 3637 with safety factor of 10:1 and Fatigue Reserve Factor of 1.3, allowing you to
change your load cell safely and efficiently without chairing the conveyance. Available in a wide
range of capacities and designed for serviceability, this Load Cell also utilises replaceable bushes
and provisions for greasing.
To see how this Load Cell works head to https://youtu.be/OufTA0GPbMU, and for more
information please call our office on 1300 711 559 or send us an email at sales@nobles.com.au.

Disclaimer: The content within the articles in this newsletter are provided as a guide only. Whilst reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of the articles, to the maximum extent permitted by law A Noble & Son
Ltd (“Nobles”) does not guarantee, and assumes no liability or responsibility for, the accuracy, reliability, completeness or currency of the information in these articles, or its usefulness in achieving any purpose. Readers
of the articles are responsible for assessing the accuracy of the content of the articles and performing their own engineering calculations before conducting any lifting & rigging activity or using any product described in
the articles and are advised to always consult the current relevant Australian Standard. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Nobles does not accept any liability for any loss, damage, injury or expense incurred or
arising by reason of any person’s use of, or reliance on, the information provided in this newsletter.
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How to ensure payload stability for safer lifts

To speak to a lifting & rigging specialist engineer
please call Nobles on 1300 711 559 or email us
at sales@nobles.com.au.

When lifting, the aim is to move goods and equipment; the
payload. Often, this immediately brings to mind how strong the
payload is and a decision is made whether to lift it from: the top,
the bottom, or somewhere in between. A common resolution is
to equip the payload with a strong base and lift from there i.e. at
the bottom.
The next focus is how much room there is for the rigging to lift
the payload, and how much vertical space there is above it; the
headroom. Either through use of existing gear, or to fit within a
restricted headroom – the decision is sometimes made to use
rigging which is not very tall and takes-up only a low-headroom.
To the inexperienced, it isn’t obvious how this might be a
problem. But it is.

On the ground, the payload won’t fall over. It has a broad enough
base and although the center of gravity (COG) of the payload is
above the support of the floor, it can’t force the object to tumble
as the supporting floor is infinitely stable (or in the case of a
truck bed, perhaps, very stable).
As soon as a payload is lifted off the ground, the job of supporting
it is taken over by the rigging.
Rigging has its own limits to stability. The stability of rigging is
governed by the height of its points of articulation from top to
bottom.
Whenever the rigging is less stable than the payload is unstable,
then it cannot stop the combination of the two falling over when
lifted.
This is explained with the following diagrams:

What is going on?
In the picture above, we see a payload which is barely (if at all)
capable of getting off the ground. This is counter-intuitive, of
course the payload isn’t falling over when it sits on the floor and
in most cases also it is still perfectly stable on the bed of a truck
or the blades of a forklift.

This payload is stable. It has positive stability which can be
described by the distance ‘C’.
This symbol

indicates the center of gravity of the payload.
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account all of the inevitable forces which try to topple the load:
wind, braking, acceleration and so forth.
If the payload is fluid additional care is required to ensure
sufficient stability.

This payload is unstable. It has instability which can be
described by the distance ‘D’.

This lifting beam represents the rigging. It has positive stability,
the extent of which can be described by the distance A.
If this was a spreader beam, then distance A’ extends up to the
apex of the two-legged sling, because a two-legged sling is a rigid
triangle when under tension. Most rigging is stable, but only to
a limited extent which is indicated by the distance A and A’.

At all times, a competent approach to the rigging selection and
design is an absolute necessity. It should be pointed out that the
relative heights of loads is not the only consideration.
Further attention must be paid to:
··
··
··

The absolute stability of the payload; its height relative to
its width.
The angle of slings from vertical; which can improve or
worsen stability.
The dynamic environment and horizontal accelerations of
the crane.

Checking for stability by lifting only just off the ground first is a
good idea, but positive assurance of a stable lift once in the air
should always be sought.
Nobles can assist with an assessment of any lifting proposal and
can offer an engineered study whenever machinery or other
difficult payloads are to be lifted.
This more unusual type of lifting beam takes up very little
headroom. It is inherently unstable and has instability which
can be described by the distance B. Although uncommon, this
type of device is not unknown, and sometimes the distance B is
only very small, or equal to zero.

Below is an example of a Nobles engineered solution developed
for a lifting end user with a challenging payload situation. They
had an unstable payload that couldn’t be altered and no room
for stable rigging.

Here are the basic rules:
··
··
··
··

Where rigging with a positive distance A is used with a
payload that has inherent stability and a positive distance
C, the lift will always be stable.
Where A > D, the lift will be stable.
Where C > B, the lift will be stable.
Where unstable rigging is used with an unstable payload,
no matter how big or small B or D are, the lift will always be
unstable.

How stable is stable enough?
This relies upon competent judgement and must take into

Nobles was able to assist by making the entire rigging act like
a stable and rigid structure thanks to custom designed vertical
links which are rigid, in place of what might otherwise be slings.
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Nobles new SmartLoad® product range
Nobles has recently signed an Australian distribution
agreement with Scotload, global leaders in load measurement
and monitoring technology. Below we are pleased to showcase
their new range of SmartLoad® products we now have in our
catalogue.
SmartLoad® – A revolution in load measurement
Improve your workplace safety, reduce downtime and lower
costs. SmartLoad® uniquely incorporates intelligence and
memory directly on the load cell itself, increasing functionality
while enhancing the efficiency and safety of your lifting
operations.
SmartLoad® delivers a standard technology platform for
use across a range of products. Requiring only one handset
to connect links, shackles and other load cells, it reduces
operational costs. Fully compatible with existing equipment,
SmartLoad® can also be retrofitted, removing the need for
expensive full system upgrades.
Utilising the latest wireless technology for increased range and
improved signal reliability, SmartLoad® provides assurance,
improves data accuracy and enhances workplace safety as well
as reducing downtime.
Features and benefits of SmartLoad® include:
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Logging function controlled from handset – no need for
onsite laptop
Safety assurance – automated overload monitoring
Uniquely incorporates intelligence on load cells and
handsets giving total system control and flexibility
Significantly increased range and signal reliability over
existing industry standard technology
No training required – simple ‘plug and play’ system
Avoid downtime and unnecessary wastage – built in system
redundancy
Easily integrated with existing monitoring systems.

SmartLoad® software is available from entry level viewing to
advanced detailed analysis depending on your requirements.
Load links
SmartLoad® links are designed to minimise stress concentrations
and maximise strength. Their design incorporates features
which increases reliability, reduces the risk of damage and
ensures ease of use. Manufactured from high tensile, aerospace
grade anodised aluminum, load links are suitable for use across

all industry sectors including marine and offshore. They are
fully Finite Element Analysis (FEA) optimised and destructively
tested.
Nobles can supply load links with capability to 500 tonnes for
purchase, larger capacities and/or bespoke designs are available
on request. All Wireless SmartLoad® - Load Measuring Systems
come complete with a Handset Display, Transit Case & NATA
Calibration.
Load shackles
Scotload’s load shackles are manufactured from GN or Van
Beest shackles as standard, however, other manufacturers are
available on request. They are a fully stainless-steel construction
(excluding bow) up to 85 tonnes as standard, and fully stainlesssteel construction from 120 tonnes and above upon request.
Nobles have load shackles up to 1,000 tonnes available for
purchase or hire. Larger capacities are available on request and
all our load shackles are supplied with full calibration and proof
load certificates. Scotload also provides a range of zone 1 and
zone 2 hazardous area load shackles, as well as its standard load
shackle range.
Load monitoring displays
Scotload has a wide range of load monitoring indicators and
handsets to match both high performance and budgetary
requirements. From standard battery powered hand-held
collectors to wireless units, mains powered indicators and
hazardous area approved displays. Menu driven with flexible
displays, fully intuitive, they require no training so are suitable
for immediate use.
Load pins
Scotload’s long-lasting load pins deliver high accuracy under
the most challenging of operations. Harsh environments are
Scotloads specialty. Manufactured from high tensile stainless
steel, Scotload load pins are suitable for hazardous area and
subsea applications and can be easily retrofitted into existing
systems.
To learn more about Scotload’s SmartLoad® products, contact
Nobles Engineering and Electronics team by phone on 1300
711 559 or send them an email at electronics@nobles.com.au.
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Overhead and Tower Crane support with new Motion Base VR Simulator
Nobles is pleased to announce we will be launching the new
Motion Base in Australia for the Nobles ITI VR Crane Simulator
at this month’s CICA and IMARC conferences in Melbourne. The
Motion Base with foot-pedals and moving chair gives operators
an even more enhanced immersive VR experience than they
currently experience with the current mobile Desktop Unit.
As well as demonstrating the new Motion Base unit also at these
conferences, Nobles will be giving customers an Early Access
Preview of the soon to be released Overhead Bridge/Gantry
Crane Simulator with both 75 tonne and 300 tonne Crane types
available, which are due for general release in November 2018.
We will also be giving an Early Access Preview of our Tower
Crane Simulator which is based upon the LIEBHERR 550-ECH - Hammerhead Tower Crane which is due to be released in
January 2019.
The ITI crane simulator is the world’s leading VR crane operator
training and assessment tool with over 50 instances now sold
since its launch in 2017 and available exclusively from Nobles
in Australia.

Starting with a low-cost portable desktop version, due to
customer demand the ITI VR simulator has evolved into a
full motion base for an even closer to real life crane operating
experience. And as the ITI VR Crane Simulator continues to grow
its crane model/type library, scenarios, courses and software,
these updates are available to all Unlimited Subscribers with at
no additional cost.

Nobles Customer Promise
As Australia’s leading lifting & rigging equipment, service and engineering supplier this is what we
promise to you, our customer.
Product quality & performance
·· Source the broadest range of the world’s best lifting &
rigging brands as well as high quality “value” products.
·· Comply with relevant Australian Standards and undertake
rigorous product type-testing to ensure stated specifications
are always met.
·· Manufacture your assembly or custom lifting equipment
using ISO 9001 quality systems with mandatory proof
loading via NATA certified testing processes.
Product delivery
·· Despatch any standalone in-stock item the next working
day when you order by 5pm.
·· Despatch any standard manufactured item within 3
working days.*
·· Offer shipping via our appointed carrier or collection from
our state warehouse at an agreed time.

Engineering & technical services
·· Respond to your enquiry within 48 hours in full and/or let
you know when we will fully answer your more complex,
technical request.
·· Aim to scope and quote your engineering and nondestructive testing/wire rope service enquiries within 5
business days.#
·· Aim to quote and schedule equipment inspections and
service bookings within 24 hours of your initial enquiry.#
·· Aim to quote and schedule crane services and lifting gear
repair work within 3 working days.#
·· Arrive for your scheduled technical services and inspections
with the proper accreditations to complete the work at the
agreed time and date.
·· If we need to reschedule, we will provide as much advance
notice as possible and maintain the month/quarter of
service to ensure ongoing compliance of your equipment.

Sales & customer service
·· Ensure our local sales and customer service teams respond
to your enquiries within 24 hours, or the next working day.
·· Provide you with same day quotes when you contact Nobles
customer service before 12 noon for standard products and
manufactured items.*

Value for money
·· Offer the Nobles Best Value Guarantee for standard stocked
products and manufactured item quotes – beating any
equivalent competitor quoted product price by 10%.^
·· Provide a 10% discount on our standard list trade pricing
when you purchase products online.^

SA l WA l NT l QLD l NSW l VIC
1300 711 559 l sales@nobles.com.au
www.nobles.com.au

